Chapter 8
Feature Adaptive Representation
While point set surfaces are used widely in point processing pipelines, their definition
is inherently based on the assumption of uniform sampling. We explain, why simple
approaches to account for feature adaptive sampling (e.g., [83, 6, 62]) are not sufficient
to solve the problem and present a fundamentally new approach: Instead of locally
estimating the feature size and then using this feature size for weighting the samples,
each sample defines its influence on the space.
This weighting scheme allows representing featureless areas of the surface with fewer
samples, resulting in a compact representation. We focus on using ellipsoidal weight
functions for the points. Such representations can be derived directly from clean sample
sets (Section 8.3.1), or, using variational shape approximations techniques, directly from
dense, noisy samples (Section 8.3.2). It is also possible to derive the ellipsoids from the
curvature of the surface. We present an approach where samples are generated by using
repelling particles (or floaters) that are restricted to the surface (Section 8.3.3).
Note, however, that our goal is not shape compression, i.e. storing the surface with
as few points/bits as possible given a certain error threshold [28, 82, 39, 100, 104]. We
rather aim for robustness and flexibility with regard to variations in the input.
Section 8.2 details the algorithm to compute the surface from a set of points with
ellipsoidal weight functions. The construction of spatial data structures for ellipsoidal
weighting functions is more complex than for spherical supporters with equal radii.
Details are discussed in Section 5.1. Sometimes the ellipsoidal weights are protruding
into free space and could result in artifacts. This can be easily corrected by an adaptive
closeness criteria (Section 8.2.1). Several examples show that ellipsoidal weighting allows
shape representation that adapts to principal curvature directions and variations in the
surface.
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Figure 8.1: The smooth surface of the Mannequin model represented by an anisotropic
sampling with ellipsoidal weight functions. The ellipsoids have been derived from a given set
of point samples, which are used as the centers. The support of the weight functions overlaps
and the ellipsoids have been scaled by half for this illustration.

8.1

Weighting

In many reconstruction approaches, all weight functions wi (x) behave in the same way,
i.e. one could drop the index i and simply define
wi (x) = w(x, pi ) = θ



kx − pi k
h



(8.1)

where θ(·) is a smooth, monotonically decreasing function. In most cases we use piecewise polynomial approximations to a Gaussian-shaped function with limited support
(see Section 2.4). The parameter h is a model-specific constant describing the average
distance among point samples. The obvious drawback of this approach is that the point
density has to be roughly constant all over the surface, or, at least, cannot vary arbitrarily. On the other hand, one would like to have more point samples in regions of high
surface variation and less samples where the surface is flat. Pauly et al. [82, 83] suggest
to adapt h to the local density of the points, i.e. to define a function h : B → R and
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then


kx − pi k
.
(8.2)
wi (x) = w(x, pi ) = θ
h(x)
However, it is known in statistics that these baloon estimators, especially those based
on k-nearest neighbors, fail to improve the order of mean squared error (MSE) relative
to h [88]. This means the reconstructed surface will suffer from irregular samplings, and
varying h over space cannot fundamentally compensate for the problem.
For this reason, we rather suggest to use weight functions defined per point


wi (x) = θ (di (x, pi )) .

(8.3)

Not only does this type of definition have the potential to significantly improve the MSE,
it also adds a lot of flexibility to the modeling framework: the shape of iso-contours of
a weight function can be controlled per point.
In the following we discuss potential shapes for the weight functions. We begin with
the case of planar curves and extend the ideas to surfaces in space.

8.1.1

Plane curves

Consider a plane curve with constant curvature. This curve should be sampled at
regular intervals proportional to the curvature, and it is sufficient to weight each sample
spherically:


kx − pi k
wi (x) = θ
.
(8.4)
h
There is no reason to weight the influence of points differently along tangent and normal
direction of the curve, as long as the curve is far away from other curve components. Of
course, the supports of the weight functions have to be large enough to overlap. If they
are very large, the representation is inefficient. Due to numerical problems very small
or very large weights can also result in severe artifacts (see [4] for details).
For varying curvature, the radius of spheres and the spacing of samples should adapt
to the curvature


kx − pi k
wi (x) = θ
,
(8.5)
hi
which can be modeled by adjusting hi according to the curvature in pi . But since curvature varies only along one direction we have found no reason to use more complicated
weights than radial ones. Quite on the contrary, the potential complications resulting
from anisotropic weights (see Section 5.2) seem to outweigh their potential benefits.

8.1.2

Surfaces

The surface case differs significantly from plane curves in that the curvature can be
different along the two dimensions of a surface. Let (kmin , kmax ) be the minimum and
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maximum principal curvatures. As mentioned for the curve case, the weighting should
be relative to the curvature, and neither too small nor too large.
A conservative spherical support is typically bounded from above by kmax . If the
principal curvatures differed that would result in an inefficient representation along
the direction of smaller curvature. A cylinder is an extreme case, where kmin = 0,
kmax = 1r . Along the curved direction a sufficient number of samples is required, in
order to approximate the circular shape. The small spacing of these samples yields a
relatively small support, resulting in only a narrow ring of the cylinder being represented.
Although there is no curvature in the other dimension, several samples are needed to
represent a long cylinder.
To allow weighting the two tangental directions differently we propose using ellipsoidal weights Hi instead of radii hi in each sample. Weighting is then performed by
transforming the vector x − pi with Hi , i.e.
wi (x) = θ(kHi−1 (x − pi )k)

(8.6)

The weighting ellipsoid Hi should be oriented so that one of its axes points into normal
direction, and the other two align with the principal curvature directions. The length
of the tangental half-axes should reflect kmin and kmax . In Figure 8.8, top row, we show
how to represent a cylinder using a ring of samples with ellipsoidal weight functions.
The length of the cylinder could be arbitrary 1
Other support functions would be also possible. However, we have found that except
for extreme cases, ellipsoidal weight functions seem to be a flexible and natural choice.
They allow the use of
• flat ellipsoids in flat regions, in order to avoid interference with other surface
patches (if needed),
• cylindrical ellipsoids in curved regions with small Gauss curvature,
• and spherical supports in all other regions.
In order to reduce the memory needed and to improve the computational performance, we replace the ellipsoids by spheres if the two tangental axes are roughly equal,
i.e. if they ratio is close to one.
1

Note, that towards the ends the overlap of ellipsoids of the cylinder a transition of the curved
surface to piecewise linear surface areas can be observed (upper rendering). Nevertheless, the surface
quickly converges towards a cylinder when several supports overlap. In order to show this, we have cut
off the cylinder at 0.5 of the half-axis length (lower rendering).

8.2. DEFINING AND COMPUTING THE FEATURE ADAPTIVE SURFACE

8.2
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Defining and computing the feature adaptive
surface

The generalized weighting scheme leads to slight changes in the basic approach: The
points {pi } now define a set of ellipsoidal support regions Ei = {x|kHi−1 (x − pi )k < 1}
for each point, describing the region of space that is influenced by pi . In the union
of these regions Ω = ∪i Ei the two averaging functions are defined as before, using
individual ellipsoidal weight functions for each points sample, i.e.
P
θ(kHi−1 (x − pi )k)pi
a : Ω → Ω, c(x) = Pi
(8.7)
−1
i θ(kHi (x − pi )k)
and

n : S → S2 ,

max

kn(x)k=1

X
i

θ(kHi−1 (x − pi )k)(n(x)ni )2 .

(8.8)

The surface is then defined implicitly as before as f (x) = n(x)T (c(x) − x) = 0. Note
that the weight functions are now different for each point that contributes to the sum,
however, the computation is not fundamentally more involved.

8.2.1

Ill-shaped ellipsoidal coverings

Choosing the locations and shapes of the ellipsoids has to be done with care. The
methods described in Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 usually produce good ellipsoidal coverings.
However, in general it is possible that highly anisotropic ellipsoids lead to large regions
in space that are only supported by a single sample (see Figure 8.2a)). For surfaces
defined according to Section 8.2 this is a problem if the plane normal to ni through
pi gets isolated. In these locations, the implicit function becomes zero, as kx − c(x)k
has no component in normal direction. Figure 8.3 (left) demonstrates the effect in a
two-dimensional setting. Note, that also two or more supporting ellipsoids can produce
the undesired additional zero transitions of the implicit function.
When only spherical support functions are used, this is unlikely to happen, as usually
the only component which remains from cutting away other spheres contains the center
(See Figure 8.2b)). Locations far away from a sample are also far away from the plane
defined by the sample point and its normal because the neighboring samples are located
(almost) coplanar. Therefore, their implicit values differ from zero. The result is a fair
approximation of the surface’s distance field.
If an ellipsoidal covering is ill-shaped, we use the following technique to avoid reconstructing surfaces from few samples protruding into empty space: A point x is considered
only if it is close to its local centroid c(x) because c(x) is located inside the convex hull
of the contributing samples, so it is necessarily close to the reconstructed surface (refer
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Figure 8.2: In these situations, the excentric locations of the planes defined by (pi , ni ) are
covered by other supports. No extra surface parts result in these cases. Note, that this is
always the case when using spherical supports if we assume the neighboring samples to be
close to coplanar.

to Figure 8.4). If excentric parts of an ellipsoid are isolated from the other ellipsoids,
they are far away from the local centroid c(x) of these locations (i.e. the center of the
ellipsoids). Setting a threshold to this distance eliminates these regions.
As the sizes of the ellipsoids vary, the threshold distance has to be adjusted to the
ellipsoids. Note that the transformed difference vector Hi−1 (x − pi ) already has length
in the unit interval, i.e. a vector with almost unit length is far away from the center
relative to the local scale. Averaging over these difference vectors
P
wi H −1 (x − pi )
0
c (x) = i Pi
(8.9)
i wi
also yields a vector with length between 0 and 1. We require
 < 1 − kc0 (x)k

(8.10)

for x to be a valid point on the surface. Figure 8.3 (right) shows the result for applying
a cut-off with  = 0.15.

8.3

Computing weight functions

In the following two sections, we discuss how to choose weighting transforms Hi in
different scenarios. A third method also allows to compute ellipsoidal weights, although
we have, so far, only experimented with spherical weighting functions.

8.3. COMPUTING WEIGHT FUNCTIONS
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Figure 8.3: An example of undesired zero transitions in the implicit function (color-coded
in blue) of an ill-conditioned two-dimensional setting of support ellipses (left) (For illustration
purposes, the supporting ellipses are scaled down) The threshold for Equation 8.10 is applied
( = 0.15), erasing the undesired iso-surface parts (right).

8.3.1

Computing weights per sample point from clean samples

For dense clean samples of a surface our assumption is that the k-nearest neighbors of
a point pi in space are also close on the sampled surface. Some irregularities close to
boundaries can be fixed by symmetrizing the k-nearest neighbor graph. Then, we can
simply determine an ellipsoid covering the points by performing a covariance analysis
[58] and an appropriate scale. Let pi(1) , . . . , pi(k) be the k-nearest neighbors and set the
covariance matrix
k
X
−1
Σi = k
(pi(j) − pi )(pi(j) − pi )T .
(8.11)
j=1

Then Σi contains squared lengths λ2ik of the main axes of an ellipsoid, which we want to
use to cover the k points. Note that we cannot ensure a covering. Assuming that the k
points are uniformly distributed over a planar surface, we can derive expected squared
radii ri2k of an (ideal) enclosing ellipsoid. The relation, interestingly, depends on k and
we first look at it in one dimension: For k = 1, we have r2 = λ2 . For large k, many
points contribute, and assuming a uniform distribution with zero mean asymptotically
leads to
Z r
1
2
−1
x2 dx = r2 .
λ =r
(8.12)
3
0
√
For k points distributed uniformly on the surface we expect the radii to grow as k.
Together with the expected behavior for small and large k, we find that squared axes of
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c(x)

x

Figure 8.4: At locations inside excentrically isolated parts of the support ellipsoids kx−c(x)k
is large relative to the radii Hi of the ellipsoid. An upper bound on the local centroid of
Hi−1 (x − pi )set in order to eliminate these parts

the covariance matrix and squared radii of enclosing ellipsoids relate as
√
1 + √2k
2+ k
= √ .
γk =
3
3 k

(8.13)

We use this relation to compensate for the effect of k and set the squared weighting
transform to be Hi2 = γk−1 Σi . In many cases we only need the square of Hi , however, if
the root is needed, it can be obtained from the diagonalization of Σi as
−1/2

Hi = γk

1

Ri Λi2 ,

Σi = RΛi RT .

(8.14)

Figure 8.1 illustrates ellipsoids derived with this approach.

8.3.2

Computing weights for reduced sets from dense samples

In most cases, the original point set describing the surface contains more samples then
necessary and the samples might contain noise. Furthermore, a small set of samples
might be beneficial. A popular approach for decimating the number of primitives in
mesh modeling is to collapse pairs of vertices [56, 41] and this has also been tried for
point sets [82]. Our experience, however, shows that decimation is inferior to generating
a reduced representation directly on the dense model.
This has recently been done very successfully for meshes [32], radial basis functions
[81], and splats [104]. We believe that our representation is flexible enough to work
well with either of these approaches. In particular, we have developed an approach
reminiscent of Cohen-Steiner et al’s [32], however, generating ellipsoids rather than
planes and working directly on point sets.
The main idea is to maintain a set of proxy ellipsoids that approximate subsets of
the point samples. Alternating, point samples are assigned to proxies and then proxies
are recomputed based on the assigned samples.

8.3. COMPUTING WEIGHT FUNCTIONS
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Figure 8.5: Left: a 2D-shape and its corresponding medial axis. The local feature size is the
distance of a point x on the shape to the medial axis. Right: a sampling that is proportional
to the local feature size.

Points are assigned to proxies based on the deviation of the point normal to the
proxy normal and, as a secondary criterion, based on elliptically weighted distance to
the center of the proxy. However, a point can be assigned to a different proxy only if one
of its neighbors belongs to that proxy. This assures that points assigned to one proxy
form connected components.
Proxies are computed from the assigned points and their neighbors to make sure that
the ellipsoids sufficiently intersect. Proxy center and normal direction are computed by
averaging. The ellipsoid in tangental directions is computed from a local covariance
analysis and the axes are adjusted to cover all points.

8.3.3

Floater Approach

Here, our objective was to develop a resampling algorithm for point set surfaces, in
the spirit of Witkin and Heckbert [103], where particles, restricted to the surface, repel
each other. We want to adopt the sampling density to the surface characteristics. The
approach we use is motivated by the sampling criterion proposed by Amenta et al. for
curves [12] and for smooth surfaces [13]. It is based on the local feature size, which for
each point of the surface is defined to be the distance from the point to the medial axis
of the surface (see Figure 8.5, left for an illustration). The criterion basically says that
the local sampling density should be inverse proportional to the local feature size (cf.
Figure 8.5, right), i.e. the sampling density should be higher in regions of the surface
that are near the medial axis and can be lower in regions that are farther away from the
medial axis.
To use this sampling criterion we have to be able to compute the local feature size
for each point of the surface. Typically this requires the computation of the medial axis
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Figure 8.6: Left: The inverse of the curvature is an upper bound on the lfs. At Points,
where the lfs is determined by a point on the boundary of the medial axis, the inverse of the
curvature equals the lfs. Middle: On the other locations x, lfs(x) < 1/k(x). Right: Sampling
based our estimate of the lfs, where the increase is restricted by 1/k(x) at neighboring points
x.

of the surface , which is a global operation. For instance, unrelated opposite parts of
the surface that are close to each other influence the location of the medial axis. To
avoid this expensive pre-computation we instead have developed an estimate of the local
feature size that is based on the surface curvature. This allows better performance for
the resampling and also enables dynamical, local resamplings of parts of the surface.
Our estimate uses the inverse of the maximum principal curvature, which is as an
upper bound for the local feature size (cf. Figure 8.6, left). For points on the shape that
are closest to the boundaries of the medial axis the local feature size equals the inverse
of the principal curvature, i.e. lf s(x) = 1 k(x). For all other points the local feature
size is determined by other parts of the surface, i.e. lf s(x) < 1/k(x). Thus, it can
not be computed locally (as shown in Figure 8.6, middle). Therefore, we additionally
use the estimated local feature size at nearby points to restrict the rate of increase of
the estimate and thereby smoothing the transition from regions with high curvature to
regions with low curvature. The result is illustrated in figure (see Figure 8.6, right).
This estimate of the local feature size is by no means perfect, but has shown to work
well for our purpose – using this estimate certainly produces better sampling results
than approaches that are purely based on the curvature.
The idea for the algorithm itself, is to place particles onto the surface that repel
each other and move on the surface. These particles are called floaters. We choose the
repulsion force of the floaters proportional to the estimated local feature size, so that
the floater density will be higher in regions near the medial axis and lower in regions
farther away from the medial axis. The relaxation process of the floaters is iteratively
simulated until an equilibrium is reached, the final positions of the floaters then form
the new sampling of the surface. For more details, please refer to [18].
Our lfs-estimation is not expected to produce satisfactory results for simple shapes
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that have few features. On more complex shapes, the medial axis has more boundaries,
especially in the 3D-case. Hence, a large part of the surface points are closest to boundary points of the medial axis, where the lfs is exactly determined by 1/k. For such
models our estimation produces good results, as can be seen in Figure 8.7. The corresponding timings and parameters are found in Table 8.1. Note, how well the samples
distribe at transitions from low to high curvature. So far, we have only experimented
with weighting functions of spherically support, although ellipsoids can be used, as well.
ρ Initial floaters Time Iterations Resulting samples ∆avg (S, S 0 ) ∆max (S, S 0 )
0.3
10000
22s
54
38013 (26.7%)
5.98 · 10−5
0.00686
0.5
10000
16s
89
14897 (10.4%)
0.000222
0.00412
For ρ = 0.5 a lower time step was necessary to reach convergence (∆t = 0.1).
Table 8.1: Timings and number of iterations for completing a sampling of the torso model.
The parameter ρ describes the target spacing of the samples in relation to the estimated local
feature size. The values 4avg and 4max indicate the average and maximum distance of the
original samples to the resulting surface.
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Figure 8.7: The Human torso model (courtesy of INRIA) defined by 142348 points and, from
left to right, original, resamplings with ρ = 0.3 and ρ = 0.5. The middle row shows renderings
of the surfaces defined by the corresponding samplings. The bottom row contains close up
views of the resamplings.
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Figure 8.8: A series of models (cylinder, saddle, ear and hand), containing anisotropic
features are represented by anisotropic ellipsoids (left column). For illustration purpose, the
ellipsoids are scaled by factor 0.25, except for the cylinder model. The magnitude of the
implicit function is visualized along a planar cut (middle column). The models are rendered
using ray casting (right column). In the lower cylinder rendering, the cut-off threshold is set
to 0.5, in order to exclude the endings, where the overlap of the support ellipsoid decreases.
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Chapter 9
Piecewise Smooth Surfaces
The approach we presented so far as well as other point-based approaches [111, 83, 62]
allow to represent smooth surfaces, only. The surface is usually defined (or can be
interpreted) as the level set of a smooth function [68, 9, 4, 16]. Consequently, only closed
smooth surfaces can be represented. The extension discussed in Section 6 additionally
enables us to deal with boundaries that result implicitly in areas where samples are
missing in tangential direction.
In this Chapter we present a modelling approach for high quality piecewise smooth
surfaces based on point samples and a cell complex. The surface may have boundaries,
sharp edges, corners, self intersections, or other features, and these features can be
prescribed exactly.
We model a piecewise smooth surface as a cell complex. For a 2-surface embedded
in 3-space this complex consists of surface patches, curve segments, and points (i.e. cells
of dimensions 2,1, and 0). Each of the classes is represented by samples. Elements of
different dimension are glued together based on connectivity information. This concept
is inspired by the construction of cell complexes (or CW complexes, see [51] for a modern
introduction), though we use a relaxed definition (see Section 9.1 for details).
Following the works of Levin [68], Alexa et al. [9], and Amenta & Kil [16] we define
the surface as the set of stationary points under a projection The following contributions
lead to our modeling framework based on point-sampled cell complexes:
1. We extend the projection operators to account for the connectivity among cells,
i.e. lower-dimensional boundary cells are interpolated and the cell is contained
within the boundary (Section 9.2). The geometry of the cell complex can then be
defined as the stationary points of the projection.
2. Based on this basic modeling approach, we discuss tangent constraints for boundaries to allow modeling tangent continuous geometry across cells (Section 9.3).
The resulting projection procedure can be used in a ray tracing environment for surface
visualization [1, 98].
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Figure 9.1: Example of a geometric model that can easily be represented with our approach.
All curves as well as the surface patches are represented by point samples. Connectivity
information is used to glue surface patches to curves and curves to points.

Some of the techniques we build upon are also used for reconstructing a surface
from raw sample data, however, our goal is different: we aim at providing a versatile
shape representation for modeling that allows prescribing features exactly. For that
we expect these features (e.g. sharp edges or non-manifold points) to be represented
explicitly. A preprocessing step using techniques for feature detection in point-sampled
data [47, 84, 80, 40] could be used to fully automate or at least aid the generation of
our representation from real-world sample data.
In that sense, our approach is comparable with other modeling approaches such as
NURBS or subdivision surfaces. We briefly discuss the differences of the approaches
and their implications in Section 9.4 and finally mention limitations and future work.

9.1

The cell complex

In a cell complex, each surface patch would be open and attached to curve segments
forming a boundary; and each curve segment would have endpoints as boundary. This
allows understanding the homotopy type of the set from the cells and their connectivity
(the 0-cells correspond to critical points of a Morse function [51]). This interesting
correspondence has been used in graphics for analyzing and representing topological
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Figure 9.2: The representation of the point-sampled cell complex and the basic construction
of the geometry by projection. Each d-cell Mdi is represented by samples and defines its own
geometry Sid

properties of shapes [93, 50, 54, 78].
We use relaxed understanding of cell complexes by also including closed curves and
surfaces (i.e. without boundary). This makes modeling some common shapes easier,
such as a surface bounded by a closed curve (see Figure 9.3 for an unorientable surface
bounded by one closed (knotted) curve), or smooth closed surfaces. If necessary for
topological reasons, users could still restrict themselves to using only cells with boundary.
In any case, independent surface patches meet in lines; independent lines meet in points.
This concept obviously generalizes to hyper-surfaces of arbitrary dimension, however, for clarity of the exposition we concentrate on 2-surfaces embedded in 3-space and
sometimes illustrate properties on curves embedded in the plane.
The surface representation then consists of the (manifold) cells {Mdi }, where d =
{0, 1, 2} denotes the dimension of the cell with index i. The topology of the complex is
represented by the connectivity among the cells; the geometry of each cell is represented
by point samples in space. For our purposes it is convenient to simply think of Mdi as
a set containing the cells Mjd−1 attached to it as well as the points pk ∈ R3 defining its
geometry (see Figure 9.2 for an illustration). In practice, the points might be equipped
with additional information about the local normal and/or tangent direction.
The surface defined by this complex will be defined as the set of stationary points
of a projection operator P (x), x ∈ R3 , i.e.
S = {x|P (x) = x}

(9.1)

For the definition of this projection operator, we proceed as follows. We make use
our general definition of closed manifolds without boundary of arbitrary dimension and
restrict the locally approximated functions to points contained in a cell. This defines the
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Figure 9.3: A simple closed curve (sampled with 160 points) represents the boundary of a
closed surface (sampled with 560 points). The curve is here visualized as a generalized cylinder
with constant radius. Note that this is not a cell complex because the boundary curve itself has
no boundary (i.e. has no endpoints), however, we allow using closed cells without boundary
for convenient modeling and give up the correspondence between homotopy of the shape and
connectivity in the complex.

geometry of the individual cells. Then, we extend the corresponding projection operator
to respect the connectivity structure of the complex.

9.2

Projecting onto the complex

The surface comprised by the cell complex is going to be defined by extending the
projection operator. For this it is important to understand the additional requirements
resulting from gluing the cells together:
1. A cell meets the cells on its boundary. This means, the geometry within the
cell is not only influenced by its sample points but also by the cells it connects
to. Furthermore, this influence has to be chosen so that the geometries of cells
coincide. As an example, a curve in space has to interpolate an endpoint bounding
it.
2. The connected cells are boundaries. Because the geometry of cells is defined
by unconnected samples, it is not clear from the samples alone where the cell
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Figure 9.4: The representation of the point-sampled cell complex and the basic construction
of the geometry by projection. Each cell M is represented by samples. The projection PM (x)
is computed inductively, by first projecting onto the 0-cells, then using the results (together
with the samples in 1-cells) for projecting onto 1-cells, and so on. The geometry SM of each
cell is defined as the stationary points PM (x) = x of the projection.

ends. This should be defined by the boundary cells, e.g. a line should end in its
endpoints.
The projection defined in Section 3.1 works for any closed cell without boundary.
For cells with boundary, the projection is defined inductively, by taking into account
the results of projecting onto any connected lower-dimensional cell:
1. Compute the projection onto all 0-cells Mi0 supporting x. This simply yields their
locations. Let these locations be q0i (x).
2. Repeat the following step for all d-cells, d > 0: Collect all samples of d-cells
supporting x. For each cell Mdj consider the collected samples it contains as well as
the projections qd−1
(x) onto the (d − 1)-cells on its boundaries. The computations
i
detailed below will yield projections qjd (x) onto the d-cells.
One sequence of steps (see Figure 9.4) is enough to decide whether a point is on the
surface. If it is necessary to project points in space the sequence has to be repeated
until convergence. Note that in a ray tracing environment the repeated evaluation on
the ray is equivalent to this repetition.
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Interpolating attached cells of lower dimension

The following procedure applies to cells of all dimensions and we use qj (x) as an abbreviation for qjd−1 (x), i.e. the projections onto the boundaries Mjd−1 of Mdi . To interpolate
the neighboring cells, the computation of cM (x) needs to take into account the qj (x)
as follows:
P
P
i θ(kx − pi k)pi +
j ω(kx − qj (x)k)qj (x)
P
P
(9.2)
cM (x) =
i θ(kx − pi k) +
j ω(kx − qj (x)k)

Here, ω is a locally supported weight function that goes to infinity as its argument goes
to zero. This leads to an interpolation of the projection qj (x) as x gets closer to qj (x)
(see [67]). For reasons that are detailed in a technical report [8] we use the following
function:
(
2
2
ln hr − hr + 2 hr − 1 0 ≤ r ≤ h
ω(r) =
(9.3)
0
r>h
With this choice of weight function, q(x) = x implies cM (x) = x. Now, c(x) = x
enforces NT (c(x) − x) = ∅, independent of N – so all points q(x) = x belong to the
attached cell Mdi independently of its approximated tangent frame at x. Since the set
{qj (x) = x} actually represents the geometry of Mjd−1 , we have enforced the required
interpolation behavior.
Based on this modification a projection is computed, as described in Section 3.1, by
repeatedly applying Q(x) (see Eq. 3.1).

9.2.2

Restricting the cell by its boundaries

The basic idea is that Mdi is bounded by Md−1
and exists only in half space through
j
qj , namely the one that contains the local centroid of the samples in Mdi (see Figure 9.5). For this, qj defines a half-space as follows: Because the geometry is interpolated, Tqj x Md−1
(the tangent frame of the boundary in qj (x)) is a subspace of Tqj x Mdi
j
(the tangent frame of the cell in qj (x)). The complement bj = Tqj x Mdi − Tqj x Md−1
j
d−1
d
is a direction that is tangent to Mi but orthogonal to the bounding cell Mj . This is
the required direction of the half space that bounds Mdi at qj (x).
Let the centroid cM (x) be in the positive halfspace, i.e. bTj (cM (x) − qj ) > 0. If the
T
∞
projection result Q∞
M (x) yields bj (QM (x) − qj ) < 0 then the projection is reset to qj .
This test has to be performed independently for all qj . In case the positive halfspace
conditions fails for several qj the one closest to x is chosen (however, we assume that
this situation is avoided by appropriate modeling, as it affects the smoothness of the
resulting surface, see next section).
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Figure 9.5: The projection onto cells is restricted to lie within a halfspace through the
projection onto its boundary. The normal of the half space is computed as the direction that
is tangent to the cell but not to its boundary.

The result of the projection can be defined as
(
T
∞
Q∞
M (x) ∀j bj (QM (x) − qj ) ≥ 0
PM (x) =
qj
bTj (Q∞
M (x) − qj ) < 0

(9.4)

Note that the geometry of a cell is, thus, defined as the intersection of half spaces,
i.e. it is should be convex. However, the geometry might also be concave, as long as the
weighted centroid cM (x) of each point in the cell is also contained in the cell. Figures
9.7 (middle image), 9.9, 9.10 demonstrate that, in practice, smooth concave boundaries
are no problem. The issue is different where boundaries meet non-smooth. Here, the
boundary has to be convex. The reason for this difference is related to the continuity of
the projection and its distance field, which we discuss next.
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Continuity of the projection and support sizes

It has been shown that the set of stationary points of the projection is well defined [16]
and smooth if tangents are computed based on eigenanalysis [29]. As our extended definition also involves the result of projection onto lower dimensional cells, the projection
operator has to be a continous function on Rn for the surface to be smooth.
For the following argument we assume the projection is orthogonal1 . Then the
projection is orthogonal to the distance function of the cells.
For closed smooth cells without boundary this is a smooth function except for the
critical points of the distance function. Thus, we require that the weight functions of
the sample points are locally supported and that the union of local supports contains
no critical points of the distance function. This is equivalent to the construction of
r-samples, where the local sampling density is proportional to the local feature size, i.e.
the distance to the medial axis. Because we know the geometry of each individual cell
is smooth, we can require the sampling density to be large enough such that the local
support of each sample point is smaller than the distance to the closest critical point on
the distance function.
Note that computing individual projections for cells meeting in sharp features is
the fundamental idea that makes it possible to satisfy this condition. A sharp feature
meets with the medial axis and would be impossible to avoid the critical points of the
distance function. This is why smooth concave boundaries are possible, while sharp
concave corners would require special treatment.
For cells with boundary, the definition of cM (x) and Tx M is a function of projections
qj (x) onto lower dimensional cells. Note that the projection onto 0-cells is constant and,
therefore, smooth everywhere. For all other cells, the extended projection operator is
equivalent to the case without boundary except for the case distinction in Eq. 9.4. To
understand the resulting continuity we inspect the distance field: This is the combination
of the distance field of the cell Mdi and the bounding cell Md−1
joined at a hyper plane
j
0
where all distances are equal. So the projection is at least C , but obviously not tangent
continuous across the hyperplane. This is illustrated in Figure 9.6, where we have used
the projection operator as defined so far for generating the left image.
The work of Amenta & Kil [16] suggests that the implicit function theorem applies
to the defining function of the stationary points of the projection and, consequently, the
surface inherits its smoothness from the functions it is constructed from. To make the
surface smooth, we have to redefine the projection so that the result is smooth across
the hyperplane. Remember that the result of the projection Q∞
M (x) is smooth – our
idea for smoothing the projection is to ’blend in’ the bounding behavior: Let hj be the
1

In our current implementation we only use the ’almost’ orthogonal projection [7] without any
noticable problems
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Figure 9.6: A simple shape constructed with one sample per element (5 points, 5 curves, 1
face). The bounding behavior of the projection operator results in the projection being not
tangent continuous across the half planes defining the boundaries of the curves. This shows
in tangent discontinuities of the surface if interior angles at the boundaries are larger than 90
degrees. A smoothed version of the bounding behavior increases the smoothness of the surface
(see main text).

distance to hyper plane through qj
hj = bTj (Q∞
M (x) − qj )

(9.5)

then in the case hj < 0 we don’t use qj , but blend it with Q∞
M (x) using a Gaussian
weight function based on h2j . Thus, our operator becomes:
SM (x) =

( ∞
QM (x)
−h2j

e

Q∞
M (x)



−h2j

+ 1−e



qj

∀j hj ≥ 0
hj < 0

(9.6)

The visual result is shown in Figure 9.6.
Note that this modification results in giving up the projection property: No point
in the half space hj < 0 can project onto itself as the result of Eq. 9.6 is always biased
towards qj . Consequently, this half space contains no geometry of the cell, as required.
But the reference points SM (x) generated for computing the geometry of attached cells
are using a smooth function, resulting in a smooth surface.
Alltogether, we have constructed a definition of a piecewise smooth surface that
meets continuous but not tangent-continuous in prescribed, piecewise smooth bounding
curves. In the next section we will discuss variants for defining the behavior across
boundaries.
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Figure 9.7: Several icosahedra represented with 4 samples per curve and 4×4 samples per
face but different tangent constraints on the boundaries of each surface patch.

9.3

Constraints

With our definition so far, smooth cells meet in smooth boundaries, however the continuity across boundaries cannot be controlled. In many modeling situations, however, it
is desirable to achieve a certain degree of continuity across boundaries.
Among the different possibilities we concentrate on tangent continuity. This requires
the following constraints:
1. Interpolating a boundary cell with prescribed tangents for the attached cells, e.g.,
prescribing the tangents of a curve meeting a point or prescribing normals of a surface meeting a curve. This allows prescribing tangents for surface patches (see middle image of Figure 9.7, each surface patch has individual boundary constraints)
or joining cells across boundaries with continuous tangents (see Figure 9.8).
2. Also prescribing tangent frames of a dimension higher than the attached cells,
i.e. prescribing normals for surfaces in points to enforce tangent continuity across
bounding curves meeting in a point (right image of Figure 9.7).

9.3.1

Prescribing tangents on boundaries

Remember that we already require the interpolation of the tangent frame of bounding
cells. However, the tangent frame of a bounding cell has one dimension less and the
remaining tangent direction would be free.
To prescribe this tangent we add it as additional information to the samples of
a boundary. Then, this information is automatically interpolated when a cell meets
its boundary (as the position is interpolated). For example, if a curve sample carries
two tangent directions, these tangents are taken into consideration when the extended
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projection is computed on any surface connecting to the curve. More formally, the
samples of a boundary cell Md−1
are equipped with tangent frames {Tk } of dimension
j
d. The projection onto the cell yields the position qj (x) as well as the combined tangent
frame Tqj (x) Mjd−1 . This tangent frame is taken into consideration when the tangent
frame Tx Mid of an attached cell Md+1
is computed. Let Tj be a matrix representing
i
d−1
Tqj (x) Mj , then the tangent frame is extracted from the eigenvectors of the co-variance
matrix
X
CMd (x) =
θ(kx − pi k)(x − pi )(x − pi )T + ω(kx − qj (x)k)Tj TTj
(9.7)
i

Note that this only ensures that the tangent frames used for the projection operator
are interpolated. It is not immediately obvious that the prescribed tangents are actually
interpolated by the geometry (see [7] for an explanation of the potential pitfalls). Our
particular choice of weight functions ensures that tangents are interpolated [8].

9.3.2

Prescribing higher dimensional tangent frames

To ensure a tangent continuous surface across boundaries it is not enough to prescribe
tangent frames in the cells attached to the surface (i.e. the curves). In addition, the
tangents need also be interpolated across points bounding the curves. Again, these
tangent constraints have to be added as additional information to the points.
The main idea for ensuring interpolation of this tangent frame is to modify the
attached curves accordingly: Curves attached to a point with a tangent frame defining
a surface need to meet the point with a tangent direction contained in that tangent
plane. Note that this is different from prescribing the tangent direction of the curve in
that point, as there remains a degree of freedom for the tangent direction within the
tangent plane defined in the point.
So let the samples of Mjd−1 be equipped with tangent frames {Tk }, however, now
they have dimension d + 1. Again, they are combined to yield the tangent frame
Tqj (x) Mjd−1 . In theory, we could add the corresponding weighted matrix directly to the
matrix of co-variances CMd as before, as the largest eignevalues of this matrix would
still correspond to eigenvectors in the tangent space of Mdi , since the tangent frames
of this cell would contribute additional co-variance. In practice, however, we found the
computations to be unstable when x gets close to q(x).
So, instead, we extract a tangent frame of the right dimension before adding it
to the matrix of co-variances. First, we compute the tangent frame Tx0 Mdi of Mdi
without considering Tqj (x) Md−1
. Second, we project Tx0 Mdi onto Tqj (x) Mjd−1 yielding
j
T̂qj (x) Mjd−1 , which now has the right dimension d. Third, the co-variance matrix is built
as before, using T̂ instead of T . Thus, in the case of interpolation (i.e. q(x) = x) the
’natural’ tangent frame of Mdi projected onto the prescribed tangent frame is used.
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Figure 9.8: A cone modeled from 8 triangular cells (where each curve is sampled with one
point and each face is sampled with three points) with prescribed normals on the edges and
points (except for the tip, which has no tangent or normal constraints). Note that the edges
on the rim are not tangent continuous as there are no tangent (only normal) constraints in
the points on the rim. Also, while the surface is tangent continuous over edges everywhere,
the edges are more visible towards the top of the cone, where the tangents vary quicker. This
is a consequence of our uniform sampling assumption.

We describe the idea for the case of surfaces in R3 : Let points and curves carry
normals to prescribed the tangent frame of the surface. Then the tangents of the curves
have to be orthogonal to the normals in the points as the curve meets the endpoint.
Let the curve have tangent T(x) and the normal constraint in the endpoint be n. The
tangent added to the co-variance matrix is then (n × T(x)) × n, as this is the projection
of t into the tangent plane defined by n.

9.4

Discussion

Using a cell complex for describing geometric models is not new. Shinagawa et al. [93]
build shapes from the critical points of a morse function to ensure correct topology of
the shape. Rossignac [86] extends the classic boundary representation idea to include
non-manifold configurations. However, they are not concerned with how the geometry
of the shape is actually represented. Our approach could be understood as a particular
instance of their concepts.
A mesh is another instance of a cell complex, and quite commonly used for modeling
shapes. In contrast to our approach, meshes are typically associated with piecewise linear
surfaces. Using smooth geometry, many meshes could probably converted by extracting
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Figure 9.9: The well-known fandisk model has been converted to a sampled cell complex
using the tagged sharp edges. Untagged vertices have been used as samples for the faces,
tagged vertices are either samples on curves or sharp points.

a sub-complex of smooth pieces (see Figure 9.9 for the result of a converted mesh,
where we have used the tagged sharp edges to define the curves of the complex). One
possibility to adapt the geometric fidelity to the given viewing or modeling requirements
are multi-resolution representations [56, 108, 63]. Depending on the number of cells in
the complex, these approaches could also be interesting in our setting – and they would
be easy to adapt.
The idea of gluing together surface patches also appears in approaches inspired by
the construction of manifolds. Grimm & Hughes [44] use overlapping charts and smooth
mappings to blend neighboring surfaces. Later, Ying & Zorin [107] refine this approach
to achieve arbitrary smoothness. A main difference of our approach (also in comparison
to other smooth surface constructions) is that a cell is always glued to a bounding cell
of lower dimension (possibly with constraints) and not to neighboring cells of the same
dimension.
The classic approach to piecewise smooth surfaces are splines, which might also be
reconstructed from points [57]. Recent developments ease the insertion of constraints
[91, 90] at arbitrary locations, and in that sense have something in common with our
approach. In general, we see our requirement of uniform sampling as a limitation, and
discuss this in the next Section.
Even more flexibility in terms of the topology and the constraints may be achieved
through subdivision surfaces that interpolate boundary constraints [20, 22, 73, 66]. Judging from Nasri and Sabin’s [77] taxonomy and the remarks on possible configurations
for non-manifold subdivision [106], our framework seems to support a more general class
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Figure 9.10: The boundary curves are a convenient way of trimming the surface. The upper
picture shows the trimming (or boundary) curves rendered as cylinders. The lower pictures
shows the trimmed surface.

of surfaces, and also generalizes easier to higher dimensions.
More important, however, in this comparison are the fundamental differences resulting from the domains in which the surface is defined. Splines are defined over a
parameter domain, where values in the parameter domain map to coordinates in space.
Subdivision surfaces are generated from a control mesh in space, and each face in the
control mesh could be interpreted as the parameter domain of a corresponding part
of the surface. In contrast, the point samples in our approach directly influence their
neighborhood in space.
This difference becomes important in interactive modeling environments when the
user picks a location on the surface, which has to be changed subsequently. Parametric
representations require to first compute the corresponding parameter location and then
to adapt the control net to reflect the required changes in space. This procedure typically involves numerical optimization and might be only approximate [65, 21] – in our
approach ray-surface intersection and projection onto the surface are inherent to the
surface definition, and changes defined in space can be directly reflected by adjusting
the samples’ locations or other information attached to them.
An example are trimming curves (see Figure 9.10 for a trimmed surface), which are
defined by space curves attached to the smooth surface. I an interactive application,
the user could define these curves by interactively drawing onto the surface, and the
intersections with the surface would yield the point samples for the definition of the
curve.

Chapter 10
Conclusions
This chapter concludes the thesis, by summarizing and discussing the main contributions
and also by giving some directions for future work:
• Definition of Curves and Surfaces:

Inspired by the MLS surface, we have presented an implicit definition of smooth
curves and surfaces defined by points. The implicit function is composed of the
local centroid of the input points and a tangent frame that reflects how the points
are locally arranged. This makes it possible to describe manifolds of arbitrary
dimension. In the special case of hyper-surfaces, the tangent frame can be represented by the only normal direction.
Extremal surfaces are a generalization of our surface, in that the relation of the
considered point in space and its local centroid can be replaced by an arbitrary
energy function. However, we find that the local centroid is the natural choice in
order to describe point set surfaces. Our surface shares the same properties with
the MLS surface and extremal surfaces.
The evaluation of the implicit function can be performed locally by only considering a small subset of the points, when compactly supported functions are used
to weight the input points. We have discussed appropriate choices of weighting
functions for maintaining sufficient smoothness of the resulting surface. In order to efficiently determine the relevant points, spacial data-structures have to be
applied.

• Operators for Projecting onto Curves and Surfaces:

For computing points of the curve or surface, we have presented several projection
operators that perform very well. The algorithms converge very fast, typically
within less than five iterations. Compared to the computation of the MLS projection procedure as proposed by Alexa et. al [9, 10] we are in the order of two
113
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magnitudes faster. The reason is the strategy for establishing the reference plane:
While they move the projected point q by alternating between rotation of the reference plane (including q) around the input point and adjusting its distance, we
rotate the reference plane around q and project onto it, instead. This way, much
larger steps of q are performed, leading to a much better convergence behavior.
The way Amenta and Kil [16] define their projection is the same as ours, considering our particular energy function, i.e. the distance of x to c(x) is minimized
along n, where x − c(x) ⊥ n(x). This is the projection of x onto the reference
plane defined by q and n(q).
We have also presented an orthogonal version of our projection operator, and
projections can also be performed onto curves – or more generally to manifolds of
arbitrary dimension.

• Ray-surface Intersection Operator:
We have presented a ray-surface intersection operator that in principle works according to our projection operator. Instead of projecting into direction n, we restrict the search to the ray, by intersecting the ray and the approximation. Again,
the algorithm converges very fast.
We have also discussed alternative ray-surface intersection operators and how to
successfully apply them to our surface. Sphere tracing is possible, provided that
the normals are consistently oriented on the consecutive ray locations. Thereby,
the intersection can be approached from both sides. The same applies to ray
marching, where we have to detect a change of sign. Ray marching can be an
efficient alternative, when the SIMD technique to sample a short ray segment
is exploited. In this case, the ray has to be clipped against very tight voxels.
Linear interpolation can be applied to increase precision, as the implicit values
approximate the distance field very well.
• Ray Tracing / Ray Casting Point Set Surfaces:
We have explained how to employ the ray-surface intersection algorithms for ray
casting or ray tracing and discussed corresponding efficiency aspects. In order to
obtain the frontmost intersection of the ray and the surface, we have to choose
an appropriate initial location, which is sufficiently close to the surface. In case
the ray misses the surface, the algorithm has to be restarted at the subsequent
regions that potentially contain the intersection. Tightening these regions, leads
to a considerably better performance, as fewer rays have to be examined, and the
resulting ray-segments are shorter.
• Spatial Data-Structures for Point-based Surface Representations:
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In order to find the relevant ray-segments for evaluating the ray-surface intersection
algorithms, a suitable volume, bounding the surface, has to be build. We have
proposed several types of bounding volumes, each covering a region around a
sample. Together these volumes form a bounding volume of the surface. The
choice depends on whether normals are given with the input points or not. For
supplied normals, a flat bounding box is preferable, as it tightly encloses the
surface. Otherwise, we propose bounding-spheres.
To efficiently query the bounding volume, we have to build a hierarchical datastructure. This is also necessary in the context of determining the relevant points
for local evaluation of the implicit function. We have shown how to integrate these
different requirements in a single framework. This was done both for static models
and for dynamic models that are subject to continuous modifications.
The discussed acceleration techniques are sufficient to achieve interactive framerates during rendering by ray-casting or ray-tracing, which was shown by Wald
[97]. However, this premises to build very tight kd-trees, which is not applicable
for dynamically changing objects. Also, when dealing with static objects, a time
consuming pre-process is often not desirable, e.g. during or after scanning.
• Adaptive Sampling Exploiting Image- and Object-space Coherence:

We have presented a sampling framework for the fast display of intersectable
shapes. It is adaptive in image space, however, it creates a representation with
controlled error in object space. With this representation the rendering task can
be off-loaded to current graphics hardware, which keeps the CPU free for computing ray surface intersections. In addition, the object space representation can be
re-used in new views, leading to an effective way of exploiting coherence.
Our approach is transparent to the surface definition actually used. It is expected
to generally improve the performance of ray casting systems without complicating
existing implementations. However, we are particularly interested in the application to high quality surface from point samples without the need to perform an
expensive global surface reconstruction. Compared to other rendering approaches
for point sets (such as splatting) the quality of rendered images (especially in
close-up views) is better.
An interesting extension of our system is to include shadow rays, or, more generally,
secondary rays as in ray tracing. For a single static image, this would be no
problem. Exploiting coherence over several views is more difficult - a possible
solution is to split refinement criteria into view dependent and view independent.
The system might also be distributed on several processors or displays. An interesting challenge would be to re-use quads as they transit from one processor/display
to the next.
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In our current implementation, we render valid front-facing quads, by activating
OpenGL backface culling. Although this works well, we plan to experiment with
more conservative culling methods in future versions of our software, as OpenGL
renders a quad as soon as one vertex normal passes the front-facing test. We,
however, would prefer discarding the quad as soon as one normal fails the frontfacing test.
Artifacts potentially occur, when previously visible, valid quads become occluded
by other parts of the scene, in transformed, subsequent frames. Since valid quads
are preserved and then possibly fully occlude a query quad, new occluders are not
detected. This could be solved by casting a single ray into the center of each query
quad, thereby detecting closer occluders at the cost of a simple intersection with
the spatial data structures. However, we have found that simply limiting the size
of the quad-queue (as described above) and thereby limiting the life-span of valid
quads, alleviates this problem and results in good surface approximations.

• Feature Adaptive Representation:

We have generalized the weighting scheme typically used with Point Set Surfaces,
which allows point-based models to represented in a feature adaptive way. More
fundamental than it might appear at first sight, we propose that each sample
carries its own weight function (i.e. local scale), rather than averaging local scales
directly. Statistics demonstrate that only this change has the promise of improving
the properties of the reconstructed surface, when the samples are not regular.
Besides spherical weights per sample, we suggest to use ellipsoidal weights, in
anisotropic surface areas. Surface samples can have cylindrical shape if the principal curvatures are different. This is not only convenient to keep the representation
compact, it also restricts the space around complex features as much as possible, avoiding expensive calculations away from complex, and consequently densely
sampled features. As far as we know, this is the first approach that integrates
anisotropic, curvature dependent sampling into mesh-less representations.

• Differential Geometry:

We have explicitly considered the normals of Point Set Surfaces and its variants.
We have demonstrated that the normal to the approximating tangent frame is not
the surface normal. Based on our implicit version of the surface description we
have derived how to gain higher order information of the surface, i.e. we have
shown how to compute exact surface normals and curvature. The exact normals
allow computing orthogonal projections – we feel that these tools help to solidify
the computational framework of Point Set Surfaces.

• Bounded Curves and Surfaces:
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We have enhanced our basic manifold definition, in order to represent surfaces and
curves with boundaries. Our approach is based on the distance of the considered
point in space to its local centroid. This is advantageous because it reflects the
distance to the input points very well. It is a smooth function that yields smooth
boundaries, when setting a threshold. No explicit boundary information has to be
provided for directly processing surfaces containing holes, etc. The only quantities
that have to be considered, are computed during the basic evaluation, anyway. To
avoid artifacts, adequate radii for bounding the surface have to be chosen. We
have discussed how to derive these from the given threshold, assuming a uniform
sampling.
Our approach can also be applied in the feature adaptive setting. In order to
maintain the smoothness of the boundary, this requires a smooth adaptation the
threshold according to the radii of the weighting functions. A drawback here is
that the complexity of the boundary curve depends on the sampling density of the
surface. Therefore, we find that the explicit boundaries, discussed in the context of
piecewise smooth surfaces, are superior in terms of representing bounded surfaces.
However, there are situations where the boundaries are not known, e.g. after
scanning. Here, the implicit definition is advantageous.
• Non-orientable Surfaces:
We have demonstrated that our surface also can be globally non-orientable. However, we are restricted to manifold surfaces, not allowing self-intersections. In the
example of the Klein-bottle, we had to cut holes into the surface to avoid these
situations. It is clear that the case of self-intersection cannot be handled fully
automatically because it is inherently ambiguous.
• Piecewise Smooth Surfaces:
The basic definition of curves and surfaces does not allow to describe surfaces
that self-intersect, nor can features, such as sharp edges or cusps, be handled.
Therefore, we have finally enhanced our manifold definition, to precisely describe
the more general class of piecewise smooth surfaces – still in the setting of pointbased representations. Inspired by cell complexes, we model surface patches, curve
segments and points and glue them together based on explicit connectivity information.
A considerable problem with our and other approaches to computing piecewise
smooth surfaces is numerical robustness. Mathematically elegant ideas, such as
interpolation enforced by singular weight functions or a surface defined by the zero
set of an unsigned function, are notoriously ill-behaved in floating point implementations (which is what we currently use). A better understanding of the surface
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or numerically more stable weight functions are necessary to make our approach
stable enough for real-world applications.
We have experimented with enforcing tangent constraints on curves and points.
While the data points are interpolated if singular weight functions are used, applying this interpolatory scheme has two deficiencies: it does not preserve convexity
and again, it is numerically unstable. In addition, some kind of shape control
would be desirable, as there are various shapes with different characteristics that
interpolate the given tangents.
In our implementation we have only considered uniform sampling. Quite generally,
this assumption seems to be a limiting factor. Adaptive sampling could be achieved
in different ways: 1. Each cell uses its own sampling density. Since the surface
can be arbitrarily subdivided into cells, this would enable us to define geometry
at an appropriate scale. 2. Geometry could be adaptively sampled, e.g. using our
feature adaptive representation.
The representation of geometry by samples in space and the basic primitives of
projection and surface intersection are useful operators for interactive shape modeling. We are looking forward to a modeling system in the spirit of the Pointshop3D
system [111, 83], amended with the cell complex structure and using the extended
projection operators we have introduced here. This would be a versatile general
purpose application for modeling shapes.
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